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Abstract- Due to growth in Internet users and bandwidth-hungry applications; the amount of Internet traffic data generated is so huge. It requires
scalable tools to analyze, measure, and classify this traffic data. Traditional tools fail to do this task due to their limited computational capacity
and storage capacity. Hadoop is a distributed framework which performs this task in very efficient manner. Hadoop mainly runs on commodity
hardware with distributed storage and process this huge amount of traffic data with a Map-Reduce programming model. We have implemented
Hadoop-based TAMC tool which perform Traffic Analysis, Measurement, and Classification with respect to various parameters at packet and
flow level. The results can be used by Network Administrator and ISP’s for various usages.
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1.

Introduction

According to Cisco white paper [1], annual global traffic
will reach near about 120.6 Exabyte’s per month. The
reason for this much amount of growth in Internet traffic
data is due to the bandwidth-hungry applications like File
Transfer applications, Video Streaming, Social Media
Network (Facebook, Twitter etc.), Mobile applications, Ecommerce websites, Stock Exchange data and much more as
shown in Figure 1. As the traffic data increases it is
necessary to analyze, measure, and classify it as ISP and
Network Administrators need it from various perspectives
like network planning, traffic shaping, billing and extract
useful information.

Figure 1. Big Data Era
This task needs to be performed with various tools available
in market (Ex: Tcpdump, Wireshark etc.)These tools capture
the network traffic and store it onto a local server for further
processing. As the size of traffic data increases; the storage
capacity needs to be expanded which incurs cost as well as

to process this data it requires scalable processing
framework. The traditional tools are not scalable.
If we distribute this traffic data onto multiple remote
machines (server) reduces the storage problem but while
processing this data; fault-tolerance policy is not considered
i.e. if one machine fails then tool will unable to recover it
from failure and will result in inefficient processing. Due
to large access to remote machines; the performance of
system degrades. Data availability is also another issue
while considering traffic analysis. If a machine fails the data
present on that machine will be unavailable for further
processing. So it is very important to develop a powerful
tool which cannot be restricted to storage and processing
power capabilities.
Apache Hadoop [2] is a distributed framework written in
java to store huge amount of data and process the same. The
Hadoop mainly based on two concepts: The Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS) and MapReduce. HDFS is
scalable with respect to data storage on commodity
hardware i.e. low cost hardware based on Google File
System (GFS) [3]. MapReduce [4] is a parallel processing
framework developed by Google to process large amount of
data. It mainly works with map and key function. The
Hadoop is mainly used to process semi-structured and
unstructured data. It overcomes all the drawbacks of
traditional Distributed File System (DFS) such as Grid
Computing, Volunteer Computing [5] by providing strong
features like fault-tolerance, scalability, and availability.
Today most of the companies are using Hadoop
technology like Yahoo, Last.fm, Facebook, IBM etc. Larger
clusters are available to users to run their job (Amazon [20],
Grid5000 [21]) with Hadoop on Demand (HOD) [6].
The organization of this paper is as follows: Chapter 2
focuses on related work done in traffic analysis with its pros
and cons. Chapter 3 gives detailed description of proposed
work with implementation. Chapter 4 gives experimental
setup and results of proposed system. At last Chapter 5
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concludes the paper and focuses on future direction to our
work.
2. Related Work
It is necessary to monitor Internet traffic continuously
because of enormous growth in traffic size and changing
behavior of user. Various tools are available in market to
analyze, classify, and measure the Internet traffic. Traffic
measurement can be done at packet level and flow level.
Tcpdump [7] is a command-line based tool for capturing
and analyzing traffic. A Graphical User Interface (GUI) is
integrated with Wireshark [8] which provides a good
understanding of traffic analysis by displaying statistics.
The CoralReef [9] tool developed by CAIDA is port-based
traffic classification tool which achieves high precision
and recall for several legacy applications such as Domain
Name System (DNS), Chat, Secure Shell (SSH), Mail, and
Web Traffic. The method proposed in BLINC [10] also
classifies traffic according to behavior where the profile of
host is captured to identify applications that host engaged
in and then classifies traffic flows. The machine learning
algorithm [11] presented towards the IP traffic
classification.
These tools are good for analysis but restricted to storage
capacity and processing power capability. To overcome
these restrictions, traffic sampling [12, 13] can be used
where partial observations are made to draw results but it
will result in loss of information. The traditional relational
database using SQL is also impractical due to sequential
nature of query operations.
If we distribute the traffic data among multiple nodes
then in distributed environment there are chances of failure
of certain machines hence, data availability becomes a
critical issue also in traditional tools the fault-tolerance
issue is not handled. Therefore it is necessary to develop
tool which overcomes all the problems faced by older tools.
3.

Proposed System

By considering all the problems of older tools, we have
proposed TAMC: Traffic Analysis, Measurement, and
Classification tool with Hadoop MapReduce. It considers
various aspects of traffic data such as IP address wise traffic
count, total Size of traffic data, date-wise traffic count along
with port based classification where total traffic and total
size per port is calculated. The system architecture (inspired
from [14]) is as shown in figure 2.
We have captured Internet traffic (TCP and UDP only) from
router of our Bharati Vidyapeeth Campus, Palus which is
basically stored in pcap or libpcap format as per
specification. The Slave Nodes i.e. DataNodes stores this
traffic data with replication factor of 2 means one file get
stored onto 2 different slaves for data availability.

Figure 2. TAMC System Architecture.
The captured file format is libpcap or pcap is then converted
to text format because text file contains carriage return
character which is helpful while parallelizing input file. We
have used TShark [15] (command-line version of
Wireshark) which convert pcap or libpcap file into text file.
Recently, authors of [16] and [18] have been developed a
parallel packet processor which processes the packet in
parallel manner using packet timestamp field and sliding
window basics i.e. we can directly store and process libpcap
files. Then we run our TAMC MapReduce programs to
extract useful information from traffic data at packet level as
well as at flow level. To convert packets captured into flow
we have used CapLoader utility [17] which is useful for
flow level analysis.
The proposed method calculates number of packets sent
with respect to IP address then it also gives us size of
packets sent with respect to IP address and port numbers. It
also performs port-based classification of traffic data where
we classify our traffic as TCP or UDP. Our tool requires just
simple mathematical calculations for the traffic analysis.
The algorithm proposed here is as follows:
1: Algorithm : TAMC
2 : Input : traffic captured in libpcap or pcap format
3 : Output : txt file or web - based
4 : Method : start capture
5 : Convert libpcap file format into txt file format
6 : Store traffic data onto HDFS
7 : Calculate
i) ip_address_wise_packet_count
ii) ip_address_wise_packet_size
iii) port based classification
iv) Date_wise_traffic_count
v) Date_wise_traffic_size
8 : Store result back to the local file system
9 : End

Figure 3. TAMC Algorithm
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4.

Experimental Setup and Results

To carry out the experiment we have installed VMware
8.0.4 on machine with two Ubuntu 12.04 nodes. Both
machines having openjdk1.7 installed in it and SSH enabled.
Hadoop 1.2.1 have been configured on both nodes to use the
HDFS and MapReduce capabilities. The NameNode
structure is given in figure 4.

i)

At Flow Level:
The captured packets are converted into flow using
CapLoader utility.
a) Protocol-Based Classification: We have classified
internet traffic according to protocols such as TCP and
UDP. The simulation results are shown in figure 6.
b) Port Based Classification: There are various TCP
and UDP ports. Some of which are well-known ports
whereas others are classified as ephemeral ports. The port
numbers used by server are generally well-known ports
and client uses ephemeral ports. For example, port 21 is
mainly used for FTP operation; port 80 is used for HTTP
communication and like this. The results are shown in
figure 7.

Figure 4. NameNode Structure
The NameNode is core part of Hadoop because it controls
all the DataNodes present in cluster. It is a Single-Point-ofFailure but recent versions (0.21+) come with
BackupNameNode [19] to make it highly available. The
DataNodes contain all the data in cluster on which we will
operate our MapReduce programs and view the traffic data
from various perspectives. JobTracker controls all the tasks
which are running on TaskTrackers shown in following
figure 5.

Figure 6. Protocol Based Classification

Figure 5. TaskTracker
Figure 7. Port Based Classification
We have developed different types of MapReduce
programs which take the input as a traffic data and calculate
the traffic size, port based classification, Date-wise traffic,
and IP address-wise traffic. We have captured internet
traffic of size 10MB. The results are shown in following
figures in terms of graphs:

ii) At Packet Level:
We will also operate our MapReduce programs at
packet level.
a) Top 10 IP Addresses:
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We can calculate the top 10 users from the packets
captured who generates more traffic as shown in figure 8.
This information can be used for predicting who the users
which are consuming more bandwidth are.
a) Port-Wise Byte Count:
We have also calculated the total size of packets in portwise fashion. For simplicity we have shown only top 10
ports. Port 443 (HTTPS) having higher number of byte
count. The results are shown in figure 9. We have also
calculated number of packets per day and size of packets per
day.
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Figure 9. Port-Wise Byte Count
5.

Conclusion and Future Work

The traffic analysis, measurement and classification play an
important role in day to day life of network engineers as
well as ISP’s. In this proposed system, we have developed
TAMC tool with Hadoop MapReduce which makes the
calculations simpler though data size becomes larger upto
any extent. The drawback with current system is that it
requires manual intervention at certain stages and it uses
FIFO scheduler to schedule the MapReduce jobs. The
performance can be improved using certain automation
techniques and fair scheduler for scheduling.
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